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When looking to the future, the best inspiration can often 

be found by gazing toward the past. Inspired by the simple 

grandeur of centuries gone by, the Newel Collection reinvents 

historical style for the modern era. This collection draws heavily 

on the sturdy elegance of 19th century Louis Philippe style, 

borrowing its simple ornamentation and emphasis on materials 

to evoke a sense of classic European comfort. Traditional cherry 

wood allows the Newel collection’s subtle hardware, paneling 

and molding details to shine, providing the perfect complement 

to a variety of transitional and traditional styles. The result is a 

pleasingly laidback antique style that views the past through a 

modern lens, allowing traditional ornamentation to transform 

into something new. Elegance, redefined and simplified.  

That’s the essence of the Newel Collection. 
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Newel
C O L L E C T I O N



PANEL BED
SKU: 294126-1406

NIGHT CHEST 
SKU: 294140-1406

CREDENZA 
SKU: 294252-1406

UPHOLSTERED BED 
SKU: 294146-1406

NIGHTSTAND  
SKU:294141-1406

SOFA TABLE
SKU: 294307-1406

LANDSCAPE  
MIRROR

SKU: 294120-1406

DRAWER CHEST 
SKU: 294150-1406

END TABLE 
SKU: 294303-1406

DRESSER 
SKU: 294130-1406

SIDE CHAIR
SKU:294202-1406

CHAIRSIDE  
TABLE

SKU: 294304-1406

the newel 
COLLECTION
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ROUND  
DINING TABLE 
SKU: 294225-1406

LIFT TOP  
COCKTAIL TABLE

SKU:294320-1406

ENTERTAINMENT 
CONSOLE

SKU: 294423-1406

HOST DINING 
CHAIR 

SKU: 294200-1406

DINING TABLE
SKU: 294220-1406
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PANEL BED 
SKU: 294126-1406

Inspired by the restrained elegance 
of Louis Philippe-era France, the 

soaring scale of the Newel Panel Bed 
evokes an aristocratic experience 

without pretension. The traditional 
cherry wood construction highlights 

the exquisite notched panel and 
molding details that define this 

piece, as well as the simply tapered 
legs that mark it as an excellent 

work of luxurious simplicity.

UPHOLSTERED BED
SKU: 294146-1406

Echoes of neoclassical European 
influence appear in the graceful 

arched of the Newel Upholstered 
Bed. A traditional scrolled arch 
with notched corners highlights 

the beauty of the traditional cherry 
wood accent molding, while the 
addition of more modern, sleek 
upholstered panels updates this 

piece for a 21st century aesthetic.



Gazing into the elegantly beveled 
glass and arched frame of the 
Newel Mirror evokes the feeling 
of peering back through time 
to 19th century France. The 
subtly scrolled arch with notched 
corners echoes the contours of 
the Newel Upholstered Bed, and 
showcases the warm, rich tones 
of the traditional cherry wood 
accent molding to perfection.

LANDSCAPE 
MIRROR

SKU: 294120-1406
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The nine drawer Newel Dresser features 
the straight lines and streamlined 
ornamentation that define this style, 
offering a modern take on historical 
French style. A pleasing sense of 
geometry dominates this traditional 
cherry wood piece, which includes ample 
storage and lower drawers lined in 
aromatic cedar.

DRESSER
SKU: 294130-1406
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NIGHT CHEST 
SKU: 294140-1406

Simplicity is beauty, and the three 
drawer Newel Night Chest presents 
the straight lines and streamlined 

ornamentation that define this style, 
allowing for a traditional experience 

viewed through a modern lens.
Traditional cherry veneer paneling 

with subtle accent molding detail puts 
the emphasis on the beauty of the 

natural wood grain, finished with oil 
rubbed bronze hardware.

NIGHTSTAND 
SKU: 294141-1406

With its straight lines and 
streamlined ornamentation, the 
Newel Nightstand offers laidback 
antique elegance with a modern 
influence, and adds surprisingly 

ample two drawer storage to 
the bedroom setting. Traditional 

cherry veneer paneling with 
subtle accent molding detail 

allows the beauty of the natural 
wood grain to take the spotlight, 

and hardware features an oil 
rubbed bronze finish.
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DRAWER CHEST 
SKU: 294150-1406

Beautifully constructed of  
warm-toned cherry wood, the lofty 

five drawer Newel Drawer Chest 
offers more than just storage space 
for wardrobe and accessories, it’s an 

eye-catching object of beauty and 
antique-inspired elegance. Featuring 

traditional paneling with subtle 
accent molding detail, each drawer 
is finished with oil rubbed bronze 
hardware, and lower drawers are 

lined in aromatic cedar.

SIDE CHAIR 
SKU:294202-1406

Inspired by 19th century French 
Empire style, this dining chair 
brings antique elegance to the 

table with a streamlined modern 
influence. The chair features a 
solid poplar with tapered legs 

finished in a vintage cherry 
veneer, elegantly capped by 

metal ferrules. Fully upholstered 
in a finely tailored warm neutral 
tone, this piece evokes a sense 

of classic European comfort that 
complements transitional style.



True beauty can be found both 
on the outside and within. The 
striking facade of this credenza 
features vintage cherry veneer in a 
herringbone pattern and handsome 
oil rubbed bronze hardware. Behind 
its two central doors, a removable 
serving tray, two adjustable wine 
shelves, and a felt-lined drawer 
combine beautiful form with practical 
function. Six drawers provide 
additional storage space for all your 
elegant entertaining needs.

CREDENZA
SKU: 294252-1406
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Neoclassical European style meets 
modern simplicity in the Newel 
collection, and the streamlined form 
of this sofa table is a perfect example. 
Straight lines and subtle oil-rubbed 
bronze hardware allows the beauty of 
the materials to shine through, from 
solid poplar wood construction to rich 
vintage cherry veneer. Three versatile 
drawers and a lower shelf provide 
plenty of space for storage and 
decorative accessories to complement 
traditional and transitional styles.
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SOFA 
TABLE

SKU: 294307-1406
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END TABLE
SKU: 294303-1406

This end table features the 
simple lines and rich oil-rubbed 
bronze hardware that are the 

hallmarks of the Newel collection, 
highlighting a rich vintage cherry 

veneer that blends beautifully 
with traditional and transitional 

decor. A single drawer and lower 
shelf provide enough space for 
the essentials and decorative 

accessories.

CHAIRSIDE TABLE
SKU: 294304-1406

This petite table showcases the 
traditional yet modern style of 

the Newel collection, in a compact 
footprint that fits all spaces. A 

slim 16” drawer and lower shelf 
deliver just enough space for 

life’s essentials, as well as room 
for decorative accessories. This 

versatile table is beautifully 
veneered in a traditional cherry 

finish, and can be used as a 
chairside table, lamp table, or in 

the bedroom.
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HOST DINING CHAIR
SKU: 294200-1406

The head of the dining table is a 
position of honor, making a beautiful 

host chair the centerpiece of the 
dining room. This antique-inspired 

chair fits the bill perfectly, with 
tapered legs crafted from poplar 
solids finished in a vintage cherry 

veneer and capped with metal 
ferrules. Fully upholstered with 

button-tufted upholstery in a warm 
neutral tone, the chair is accented by 
nailhead trim with Old World charm. 

ENTERTAINMENT 
CONSOLE

SKU: 294423-1406

Let us entertain you. This console is 
generously proportioned at 84”, and 
features a rich vintage cherry finish 
accented by decorative molding and 

oil rubbed bronze hardware. Two 
doors are beautifully adorned with 

decorative molding, and conceal two 
adjustable shelves behind each that 

include convenient wire management 
for electronic devices. Two drawers 

and a fixed lower shelf provide 
additional storage for all your living 

room essentials.



Your living space is a master of 
multitasking. On any given day, it 
may serve as family game night 
headquarters, relaxation central, or 
the setting for elegant entertaining. 
Why not offer a table that can rise 
to the occasion, no matter the 
occasion? This table is beautifully 
veneered in a vintage cherry finish, 
and features a convenient lift top that 
can be raised to reveal generously 
proportioned interior storage for 
all your activity needs, from games 
to coasters. A lower shelf provides 
additional storage, and the underside 
is equipped with casters that make 
this a versatile and easily moved piece 
of furniture.

LIFT TOP  
COCKTAIL 

TABLE
SKU:294320-1406
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DINING TABLE
SKU: 294220-1406

Past meets present in this elegant 
dining table from the Newel 

collection, featuring straight lines 
and streamlined ornamentation 

complemented by a vintage cherry 
veneer that evokes the charm of 

historical European style. The table 
extends from 72” to a generously 

proportioned 90” that comfortable 
seats eight. Host your family and 
friends in style with this antique-

inspired table.

ROUND  
DINING TABLE
SKU: 294225-1406

Gather around this dining table 
and experience the charm of the 

Old World in a piece designed 
for today’s aesthetic. This 52” 

round table extends to 72” with 
an additional leaf, comfortably 

seating six chairs. A solid poplar 
frame veneered in a vintage cherry 
finish accentuates the traditional 

contours of the table’s hefty 
pedestal base.



Main Office: 1165 Auto Center Drive, Ontario, California 91761 909.390.1039 Fax 909.390.1059
High Point Office/Showroom: 122 N. Hamilton Street, High Point, North Carolina 27260 336.882.1600

TOP PERFORMING COLLECTIONS


